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Abstract—A combined optimization-based estimation (OBE)model predictive control (MPC) technique is developed to
improve the dynamic performance of a reconfigurable LCbased power module with lower cost, less noise/oscillation. The
developed OBE-MPC technique and the corresponding power
module is based on a software-defined power electronics concept
which can be reconstructed as different topologies and applied to
various load/source applications, e.g., DC/DC converters, DC/AC
single/three-phase grid-connected inverters and DC/AC motor
traction inverter to improve the energy conversion performance.
The software-defined power electronics is designed in a generalized way by manipulating different number of OBE-MPC
power modules with holistic high level control functions for
wide applications. Symmetrically mirrored to the MPC, the OBE
is configured as a constrained finite time optimal estimation
(CFTOE) problem to solve the quadratic cost function based
on the past sampling information. With the designed OBE,
the sensor count is reduced with less noise/oscillation. And the
highly accurate OBE contributes to the correction of possible
modeling parametric or sampling errors. The integration of OBEMPC algorithms improves both the steady state and dynamic
performances with less noise/oscillation, more robust transient
behavior and higher control bandwidth. The explicit design
of OBE-MPC algorithms makes it possible to implement the
functions on a low cost DSP. Also, the state space modeling
of OBE-MPC for the LC-based power module is immune to
the output side unknown inductance which further improves the
parametric accuracy. The proposed methods have been validated
experimentally.
Index Terms—Optimization-based estimation, model predictive
control, software-defined power electronics, dynamic performance, grid-connection, motor drives.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE power quality, dynamic performance and cost of the
power converters are three key aspects for the evaluation
of an energy conversion system. For the power quality, a
high order filter, such as LC or LCL, can be applied to
the converter to filter out the harmonics. However, there
exists resonance oscillation in high order filter system which
could result in stability issue. Some passive/active damping
techniques have been studied to deal with the resonance by
either introducing extra passive components or adding extra
ADC sampling information with the corresponding integral
calculation into the control loop. For the dynamic performance, higher control bandwidth or more advanced control
techniques could contribute to the improvement of transient
behavior. However, higher control bandwidth requires more
cost on the controller’s computation capability. Advanced
control methods, such as MPC, can also promote the dynamic

performance. However, MPC is typically implemented based
on solving the constrained optimization problem which may
still require more computation resources. For the cost reduction of power converters, sensorless control is one of the most
straightforward ways to save components on the sensor count
and reduce the related hardware cost.
State estimator is a typical technique to improve the power
quality and reduce the cost for power converters [1], [2]. In a
power electronics system, the voltage/current samplings are
crucial parameters that could directly influence the performance of power control. Due to the hardware limitations, e.g.,
EMI noise from the high power traces, measurement error, of
the sensing circuits, the control system could be interfered
by the sampling noise or oscillation. The state estimation
can be a substitute for part of the ADC sampling information to reduce the noise/oscillation from the corresponding
sensors [3], [4]. Also, the state estimation contributes to the
reduction of sensor count and system cost. Conventionally, the
Luenberger Observer is a basic state estimation method and
has been widely used in the industry applications which is
a linear type of observer and can be easily implemented in
the digital control systems [5], [6]. Besides the Luenberger
Observer, optimization-based estimation (OBE) is a more
advanced estimation approach that leverages a series of past
measurements to derive the desired accurate state values by
solving a constrained optimization problem [7], [8]. The OBE
has been verified for the application of virtual flux estimation
in electric machine to estimate the position and speed [9]–[11].
Few studies have been focusing on the applications of different
topologies to be interfaced with wider ranges of load/source.
Also, the computation burden for the OBE on low cost DSP is
a crucial topic that needs to be addressed for the popularization
of the technique. This paper develops a general explicit OBEMPC method for power modules that could be applied to
various types of power converters with different load/source
interfaces on a low cost DSP.
Model predictive control (MPC) is an option for the promotion of dynamic performance and resonance damping,
especially in high order filter system [12]–[14]. Different from
the conventional proportional-integral (PI) control, the MPC
has been validated to have the advantages of better dynamic
performance, including less rise time, overshoot and oscillation
during transient [15], [16]. [17] demonstrated the applications
of predictive control method with the corresponding merits of
switching frequency reduction and output distortion attenuation. Also, three perspectives of conclusions have been drawn
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in this paper including: (1) MPC can derive the optimal results
at low switching frequency range; (2) high frequency state
variable sampling updates are not necessary for predictive control; (3) complicated modeling is not necessary for predictive
control. Several MPC algorithms have been studied in the field
of power converters for motor traction or grid-connection [18]–
[21]. However, the combination of MPC and OBE for a general
application and low cost implementation purposes have not
been addressed in details. The MPC and OBE are actually
two symmetrical algorithms in the time series where OBE is
focusing on the past sampling information and MPC is for the
future steps. This paper integrates the OBE and MPC on a
generalized power module which could be applied to various
interfaced applications without consuming high computation
burden on the controller.
For the modularization concept, power electronics building
block (PEBB) has been proposed to standardize the hardware
components for stackable energy conversion systems [22]–
[24]. The PEBB concept is more focusing on the physical components design to generalize the hardware power modules with
extensible voltage/current capacity. Accordingly, in a PEBB
system, the number of power blocks are mainly targeting for
the desired power rating instead of various interfaced applications. On the contrary, some studies have also developed power
electronics control architectures in a high level perspective
to cover various applications [25]–[28]. This type of idea
addresses more on the holistic interfaced control functions.
The software-defined power electronics concept in this paper
basically combines the characteristics of hardware stackability
and software reconfigurability. For the hardware stackability,
the generalized power module can be physically connected in
parallel for desired power rating based on the inspiration of
PEBB concept. For the software reconfigurability, the high
level controller can manage the desired number of power
modules with the corresponding control functions based on the
interfaced applications. And the OBE and MPC algorithms are
configured for each local controller to estimate and stabilize
the state variables. The local controller is necessary for implementing the OBE and MPC in each module since it is difficult
to execute the optimization-based algorithms in a holistic way
especially when the interfaced applications require a multiphase circuitry topology.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized in four
aspects: (1) OBE-MPC algorithms are designed for a reconfigurable LC-based power module; (2) a software-defined multilayer control structure is developed with high level control
functions and local level OBE-MPC power modules; (3) three
types of interfaced applications have been validated including
DC/DC, single/three-phase DC/AC grid and motor traction;
(4) the proposed control and estimation methods show high
performances in steady state and transient modes.
This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the state space
modeling of an LC-based power module is analyzed for the
implementation of OBE-MPC as the generalized module of
the software-defined power electronics. Secondly, the explicit
OBE-MPC algorithms are designed with the corresponding
general theories and implementation details. Also the explicit
working principle for reducing the computation burden on low

Fig. 1. LC-based power module with output side inductor.

cost DSP has been illustrated. Thirdly, based on the developed
OBE-MPC equipped power module, various types of topologies and interfaced applications including DC/DC converters,
DC/AC single/three-phase grid-connected inverters and motor
traction inverter are demonstrated with the corresponding
control diagrams based on the generalized software-defined
power electronics concept. Finally, the proposed OBE-MPC
technique for different applications has been experimentally
validated to show the merits.

II. S TATE S PACE M ODELING
The state space modeling of the LC-based power module
is analyzed in this section. The circuitry diagram of the
basic LC power module is shown Fig. 1 which consists of
upper/lower switches, M1 and M2 , switch side inductor, Lf s ,
upper/lower output capacitors, Cf,up and Cf,low . An output
side inductor, Lf o , can also be connected to formulate an
LCL converter. The desired number of introduced basic LCbased power modules can be connected and reconfigured to
formulate different types of topological applications such as
multi-phase DC/DC or DC/AC converters.
The state space equations for the LC-based power module
can be expressed as:

1
vin
vCf (t) +
d(t)
Lf s
Lf s
1
1
v̇Cf (t) =
iLf s (t) −
iLf o (t).
Cf
Cf
1
1
i̇Lf o (t) =
vCf (t) −
vo (t).
Lf o
Lf o
i̇Lf s (t) = −

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

where Lf s , Cf and Lf o are the switch side inductor, output
capacitor and output side inductor, respectively. iLf s , vCf ,
iLf o and vo are the switch side inductor current, output
capacitor voltage, output side current and output voltage.
For the convenience of implementing the control algorithm
in a low cost DSP, the continuous state space equations can
be transformed into discrete format as is shown below:
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on a monolithic state space model of LC power module by
dealing with two sets of ADC sampling data. The two sets
of sampling data for OBE and MPC are symmetric in time
sequences for the past and future, respectively.

A. Optimization-Based Estimation
Different from the traditional Luenberger observer,
optimization-based estimation is designed to solve a
constrained finite time optimal estimation problem that
requires a sequence of past sampling information. The
general theory and the implementation for the LC-based
power module are analyzed in this section.
1) General Theory of OBE: For the general applications
of OBE in power converters, a theoretical model for the statespace system should be firstly built in a general way as follows:

Fig. 2. OBE-MPC control diagram of LC-based power module.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) OBE and (b) MPC partitions for explicit implementations in DSP.

Ts
vdc Ts
vCf (k) +
d(k)
Lf s
Lf s
Ts
Ts
iLf s (k) + vCf (k) −
iLf g (k)
vCf (k + 1) =
Cf
Cf
Ts
Ts
iLf o (k + 1) = iLf 0 (k) +
vCf (k) −
vo (k)
Lf o
Lf o
iLf s (k + 1) = iLf s (k) −

argmin

(2c)

where Ts represents the time period of control interrupt in the
DSP. The OBE-MPC algorithms are designed based on the
discrete-time state space modeling of the basic LC type of
power module to formulate different applications of converter,
e.g., single/three-phase DC/AC inverters, multi-phase DC/DC
converters.
III. E STIMATION AND C ONTROL
The proposed integrated optimization-based estimation and
model predictive control (OBE-MPC) method for LC-based
power module is analyzed in this section. These two advanced
techniques are all configured by solving the constrained finite
time optimization problems to increase the modeling/sampling
accuracy, reduce the hardware cost, enhance the anti-noise
capability and improve the steady state/dynamic performances.
These two techniques, OBE and MPC, are integrated based

(3a)

y(k + 1) = g(x(k)) + em (k)

(3b)

where x(k) ∈ X ⊆ R is the state variable vector, u(k) ∈
U ⊆ R is the input variable vector, y(k) ∈ Y ⊆ R represents
the output variable vector, ep (k) ∈ Ep ⊆ R is the unknown
processing disturbance and em (k) ∈ Em ⊆ R is the unknown
measurement noise.
The OBE algorithm is derived by solving the constrained
finite time optimal estimation (CFTOE) problem. Thus, based
on the general state space equations in (3), a cost function
can be configured to optimize the estimation values of state
variable vector, x(k), by leveraging a series of past measurement of output variable vector, y(k). The cost function can be
generally expressed as:

(2a)
(2b)

x(k + 1) = f (x(k), u(k)) + ep (k)

−1
X

eTp,k QE ep,k +

x̂(M ),...,x̂(0) k=M

0
X

eTm,k RE em,k +eTx,M PE ex,M .

k=M

(4)

And the constraints are followed by:

s.t. ep,k = f (x̂(k), u(k)) − x̂(k + 1) ∈ Ep

(5a)

em,k = g(x̂(k)) − y(k) ∈ Em

(5b)

ex,k = x̂M − x(E)

(5c)

x̂(k) ∈ X

(5d)

where k < 0 in (4) and (5) means the information derived from
the past instants. The weighing matrices, QE and RE , provide
the penalties on processing disturbance and measurement
noise, respectively. The matrix, PE , is defined as the arrival
cost which is a basic term in OBE that connects the properties
between the finite time estimators and the full information
observers. The arrival cost term is used to summarize the past
data which have not been explicitly taken into account in the
cost function. Also the arrival cost term is leveraged to make
sure of the stability, robustness and convergence.
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2) Implementation of OBE for LC-Based Power Module:
The OBE method is applied to the LC-based power module
for the optimal estimation. Considering the huge current ripple
on the switch side inductor current measurement, iLf s , and
the challenges to accurately sample the averaged iLf s ,the
optimization-based estimator (OBE) is designed for per phase
power module to provide more accurate switch side inductor
current estimation and noise rejection for the MPC controller.
The main purposes of the state estimator are (1) avoid
inaccuracy of inductor current sampling with high current
ripple; (2) improve the anti-noise capability for better control
performance; (3) reduce the sensor cost.
The OBE is implemented by solving the Constrained Finite
Time Optimal Estimation (CFTOE) problem to derive the
optimal estimated values of switch side inductor current,
îLf s , capacitor voltage, v̂Cf , and grid side inductor current,
îLf o , with the samplings of capacitor voltage, vCf , and grid
side inductor current, iLf o . The state-space equations for the
discrete-time OBE can be expressed in standard matrix format
of
X̂k+1 = AE X̂k + BE uk

(6a)

Ŷk = CE X̂k + DE uk

(6b)

where the variables and matrices for OBE represent


AE = 

CE =

X̂k = 


 Ts 
0
− LTfss
Lf s

Ts
Ts
 0 ,
,
B
=
0
−

E
Cf
Cf
0
0
0
0

 
0 1 0
0
, DE =
,
0 0 1
0



îLf s (k)
v̂Cf (k)
v̂Cf (k)  , Ŷk =
.
îLf o (k)
îLf o (k)
0

(7a)

(7b)
(7c)

Based on the OBE state-space equations in (6), the OBE
solves for the optimal estimated state variable sequence
of X̂M , ..., X̂0 with the known past measurement sampling sequence of YM , ..., Y0 and input variable sequence of
uM , ..., u−1 . The cost function of OBE optimization problem
is composed of two parts:
(1) Minimization of error between state equation (6a) and
estimated state variable X̂j+1 which can be expressed as
eX,k = (AE X̂k + BE uk ) − X̂k+1 ;

(9)

Thus, the OBE cost function for the CFTOE optimization
can be expressed as
min

−1
X
k=M

eTX,k QE eX,k +

0
X
k=M

eTY,k RE eY,k

eX,k = (AE X̂k + BE uk ) − X̂k+1 ∈ EX

(11)

eY,k = (CE X̂k + DE uk ) − Yk ∈ EY



−ILf s,max
ILf s,max

 ≤ X̂k ≤ 

0
vin
−ILf o,max
ILf o,max
 


0 ≤ uk ≤ vin




0
vin
≤ Yk ≤
.
−ILf o,max
ILf o,max

(12)



(13)
(14)
(15)

For the purpose of reducing the OBE computation burden on
a low cost DSP controller, the CFTOE optimization problem
is solved explicitly by generating a piecewise affine function
as is shown in Fig. 3(a). The specific implementing process
of explicit OBE mechanism in Fig. 3(a) is demonstrated in
Fig. 4. The state space equations of (6) and the constraints
of the LC-based power module dynamic system are built
offline to generate an online search tree and feedback law
for OBE optimization. In each estimation implementing time
period, the active region, r, is searched with the matrices
Hr,E and Kr,E . Then, in each of the specific active region,
the corresponding feedback law matrices, Cr,E and Dr,E ,
are applied to calculate the optimal output values, Ŷk , with
the estimation horizon. Different colored regions in Fig. 3(a)
represent various piecewise affine feedback law based on the
measured variables.
For the real-time algorithm implementation, a binary search
tree can find the optimal output values based on the updated
state values of inductor current/output voltage [29]. Leveraging
the Multi-Parametric Toolbox from [30], the explicit OBE
avoids the time-consuming online optimization process, thus
it is suitable for high frequency estimation. The binary search
tree utilizes the theory in [29] by following a sequential search
through the polyhedral regions of the partitions in Fig. 3 to find
the optimal solution of the constrained optimization problem.
For a clearer form of display, the colored areas of the generated
piecewise affine region block with the state variables of iLf s ,
vCf and iLf o in Fig. 3(a) represent the m regions for OBE to
search and optimize according to the feedback law.

(8)

(2) Minimization of error between state equation (6b) and
measured sampling output variable Yj which can be expressed
as
eY,k = (CE X̂k + DE uk ) − Yk .

where QE and RE represent the weighing factor matrices of
the penalties that are implemented on the state variables and
output variables, respectively.
The constraints of the OBE controller can be expressed as

(10)

B. Model Predictive Control
1) General Theory of MPC: For the general applications
of MPC in power converters, (3) is applied for the theoretical
model of the state-space system. The MPC algorithm is
derived by solving the constrained finite time optimal control
(CFTOC) problem. Thus, based on the general state space
equations in (3), a cost function can be configured to minimize
the tracking error between the state variable vector, x(k), and
the references, x(k), by predicting a series of future input
variable, u(k). The cost function can be generally expressed
as:
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Fig. 4. The explicit implementation of OBE and MPC in DSP controller.

2) Implementation of MPC for LC-Based Power Module:
For the purpose of improving the dynamic performance, an
explicit MPC method is designed for the per phase switch side
capacitor voltage and inductor current control by solving the
constrained finite time optimal control (CFTOC) problem. The
switch side inductor currents are also regulated with the MPC
by adjusting the weighing factor between iLf s and vCf . The
benefits to configure the MPC (also OBE) for each of the LCbased power module instead of regarding multi-phase power
modules as a whole circuitry application for the algorithm
implementation can be concluded as: (1) the state space matrix
of LC per phase is simple with lower order to implement
the offline piecewise affine optimization code in a less costly
DSP controller; (2) For AC interface applications, the timevarying angular speed term, ω, in dq reference frame can
be omitted in the explicit MPC state space matrix for the
offline optimization calculation; (3) Per phase MPC for LC is
more flexible for a modular design perspective to extend the
paralleled phase number and other topologies, e.g., DC/DC,
single-phase DC/AC converters.
For the MPC implementation, in every control period, the
MPC controller receives the measured switch side inductor
current, iLf s , capacitor voltage, vCf , output side current, iLf o ,
from OBE of the optimal estimations and capacitor voltage
∗
reference, vCf
from the cascaded controller or manual setup.
An offline generated piecewise affine search tree is applied to
derive the optimal duty cycle for the explicit MPC. The state
equations of switch side LC filter can be expressed as
vin Ts
Ts
vCf (k) +
d(k) (18a)
Lf s
Lf s
Ts
Ts
vCf (k + 1) =
iLf s (k) + vCf (k) −
iLf o (k). (18b)
Cf
Cf
For the flexibility of implementing the explicit MPC and the
convenience of experimentally adjusting the DC bus voltage
during test, the last term of (18), vin d(k), can be replaced by
the phase leg output voltage, vx (k). The state-space model for
MPC can be expressed in standard matrix format of
iLf s (k + 1) = iLf s (k) −

Fig. 5. Relationship between optimization-based estimation and model
predictive control.

argmin
x(1),...,x(N )
u(1),...,u(N −1)

N
−1
X

N
−1
X

eTx,k QC ex,k +

k=0

eTu,k RC em,k +eTu,N PC ex,N .

Xk+1 = AC Xk + BC uk + EC ek

(19)

k=0

(16)

where the variables and matrices for MPC control represent

And the constraints are followed by:
"
AC =
s.t. ex,k = x(k) − x(k)
eu,k = u(k) − u(k − 1)

Ts
Cf

(17a)
(17b)

x(k) ∈ X

(17c)

u(k) ∈ U

(17d)

where k > 0 in (16) and (17) means the information are
expected for the prediction of the future instants. The weighing
matrices, QC and RC , provide the penalties on the tracking
errors and control input variations, respectively. The matrix,
PC , is defined as the terminal cost which is a basic term in
MPC that connects the properties between the finite time MPC
and the infinite time LQR. The terminal cost is used to make
sure of the stability, robustness and convergence.

1


Xk =

− LTfss
1

iLf s (k)
vCf (k)

#


, BC =


, uk =



Ts
Lf s



0

vin d(k)


, EC =



, ek =



0
− CTsf


,

(20a)

iLf o (k) .
(20b)

In the MPC formulation, the inductor current/capacitor voltage
references can be defined as X̄ and the tracking errors between
the measurement and the references are expressed as X̃ which
are composed of

X̄k =

iLf s,ref (k)
vCf,ref (k)




, X̃k =

iLf s,ref (k) − iLf s (k)
vCf,ref (k) − vCf (k)


.
(21)
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Thus, the cost function includes two terms

min

Nc
X

Np −1

X̃kT QC X̃k +

k=0

X

△uTk RC △uk .

(22)

k=0

For the penalties of the MPC cost function, QC and RC
represent the weighing factor matrices that are implemented
on the state values and input values, respectively.
The constraints of the MPC controller can be expressed as



X̃k+1 = AX̃k + Buk + Eek ∈ X

(23)

△uk = uk − uk−1 ∈ U

(24)

−ILf s,max
0




≤ Xk ≤



ILf s,max
vin

(25)
Fig. 6. The software-defined OBE-MPC power module-based power electronics architecture interfaced with wide applications.




0



−ILf o,max

≤ uk ≤




≤ ek ≤

vin




ILf o,max

(26)


.

(27)

Similar with the OBE implemetation process, to achieve
a high frequency control and reduce the computation load
of the DSP, the MPC problem is also solved explicitly by
generating a piecewise affine feedback law. Fig. 3(b) and Fig.
4 show the specific implementing process of explicit MPC
mechanism. The state space model of (19) and constraints
of the dynamic system are built offline to generate an online
search tree and feedback law for MPC optimization. In each
controlling time period, the active region, s, is searched with
the matrices Hs,c and Ks,c . Then, in each of the specific
active region, the corresponding feedback law matrices, Fs,c
and Gs,c , are applied to calculate the optimal input values
with the prediction horizon. Only the first value of the input
sequence matrix is applied to the dynamic system for MPC
control. Different colored regions in Fig. 3(b) represent various
piecewise affine feedback low based on the estimated variables
In every control time period, a binary search tree can find
the optimal duty cycle based on the updated state values
of inductor current/output voltage. Explicit MPC avoids the
time-consuming online optimization process, thus it is suitable
for high frequency control. For a clearer form of display,
the colored areas of the generated piecewise affine region
block with the state variables of iLf s , vCf and iLf o in Fig.
3(b) represent the n regions for MPC to search and optimize
according to the feedback law. Specifically, the matrices Hs,c
and Ks,c will lead to an active region. The corresponding
matrices Fs,c and Gs,c will help calculate the optimal duty
cycle for the PWM signals.
The working mechanisms of OBE and MPC are symmetrical with respect to the present state. Specifically, OBE is
dealing with the states from past to present steps and MPC
is optimizing the states from present to the future steps. The
relationship between OBE and MPC has been shown in Fig.
5.

IV. OBE-MPC FOR DC/DC, DC/AC G RID AND M OTOR
A PPLICATIONS
With the basic LC power module in Fig. 1, the proposed
integrated OBE-MPC technique can be applied to each of
the power unit as is shown in Fig. 2 to build the softwaredefined powr electronics architecture and enable a wide range
of applications. Thus, different number of the power modules
combined with the OBE-MPC algorithms can be reconfigured
in Fig. 6 as desired circuitry topologies for various application purposes, e.g., single/three-phase DC/AC inverters, motor
traction inverter, multi-phase DC/DC converters to reduce
the sensor cost, sampling noise and improve the dynamic
performance. As is shown in Fig. 6, the software-defined OBEMPC power module-based power electronics architecture is
composed of high level control functions and local level OBEMPC function. The high level control functions mainly include
the holistic control algorithms for different applications. The
local level OBE-MPC function is the algorithms designed in
this paper for each of the LC-based power module.
A. DC/DC Application
The first application for the developed OBE-MPC technique
is DC/DC interfaced power converter as is shown in Fig. 7.
The combined OBE-MPC algorithms are configured in the
LC-based power module to control the output voltage, vo .
Specifically, the output capacitor voltage, vCf , and output
current, io , are directly measured as the output variable matrix,
Yk , in (6). The inductor current, iˆL , output capacitor voltage,
vCf
ˆ , and output current, iˆo , are configured as the estimated
state variable matrix, X̂k . Based on the OBE cost function in
(10) and the corresponding constraints in (11)-(15) to deal with
the past sampling information within the estimation horizon,
the optimal estimation of X̂k will be derived for the purpose
of MPC control process with less noise.
Symmetrically with OBE, the MPC manages the future sampling information within the prediction horizon to derive the
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optimal input variable matrix, uk , of duty cycle by solving the
MPC cost function in (22) and the corresponding constraints in
(23)-(27). Instead of using the noisy sampling state variables
of Xk , the MPC utilizes the estimated state variables, X̂k ,
from OBE to track the output capacitor voltage reference with
less noise and oscillation.
B. DC/AC Application
The second application for the developed OBE-MPC is
DC/AC interfaced power converters. As are shown in Fig. 8
and 9, the OBE-MPC equipped LC-based power modules can
be reconfigured as single/three-phase grid-connected inverters
with two/three power modules, respectively.
1) Single-phase grid: For the DC/AC single-phase inverter
and the corresponding control diagram in Fig. 8, the OBEMPC algorithms are configured for each of the two LC-based
power modules. Similarly with the DC/DC control diagram
of Fig. 7, the OBE derives the estimation of three variables,
inductor current, iˆL , output capacitor voltage, vCf
ˆ , and grid
current, iˆg , for MPC control process to achieve less noise,
reduced sensor count and improved dynamic performance.
The outer loop grid current control is implemented in dq0
reference frame with PI controllers to track the specific d
and q components of the single-phase grid current, i∗g,d and
i∗g,q , respectively. Then the outer loop grid current controller
exports the d and q components of the output capacitor voltage
∗
∗
references, vCf,d
and vCf,q
, for the inner loop per phase
power module OBE-MPC implementation. Since the inner
loop OBE-MPC algorithm is implemented in ab reference
frame for each phase, the Park/Clarke transformations are
inserted between the outer and inner loops to convert and
allocate the output capacitor voltage references from dq0 to
∗
∗
ab frame as vCf,a
and vCf,b
for the two phases of singlephase inverter application. In addition to the dq components,
the zero-sequence control branch is also configured to control
the zero-sequence capacitor voltage as half of DC bus voltage,
vdc /2, to stabilize the common mode voltage and attenuate the
leakage current from flowing into the single-phase grid in the
non-isolated circuit topology.
2) Three-phase grid: For the DC/AC three-phase inverter
and the corresponding OBE-MPC control diagram in Fig. 9,
the control principle is similar with the single-phase inverter
application. Instead of two LC-based power modules, three
power modules with the corresponding OBE-MPC algorithms
are constructed to be interfaced with a three-phase grid for
higher power capability. The outer loop grid current control is
also implemented in dq0 reference frame with PI controllers to
track the specific d and q components of the three-phase grid
current, i∗g,d and i∗g,q , respectively. Then the outer loop grid
current controller exports the d and q components of the output
∗
∗
capacitor voltage references, vCf,d
and vCf,q
, for the inner
loop per phase power module OBE-MPC implementation.
Since the inner loop OBE-MPC algorithm is implemented in
abc reference frame for each phase, the Park/Clarke transformations are inserted between the outer and inner loops to
convert and allocate the output capacitor voltage references
∗
∗
∗
for the
from dq0 to abc frame as vCf,a
, vCf,b
and vCf,c

Fig. 7. The integrated OBE and MPC control diagram for the DC/DC
interfaced application with LC-based power module.

Fig. 8. The integrated OBE and MPC control diagram for the DC/AC singlephase interfaced application with LC-based power modules.

three phases of three-phase inverter application. In addition to
the dq components, the zero-sequence control branch is also
configured to control the zero-sequence capacitor voltage as
half of DC bus voltage, vdc /2, to stabilize the common mode
voltage and attenuate the leakage current from flowing into
the three-phase grid in the non-isolated circuit topology.
To conclude for both of the single/three-phase DC/AC grid
applications, the OBE contributes to the noise attenuation
from the sampling ADC data and cost reduction on sensor
count. The MPC improves the dynamic performance with
higher tracking speed and less oscillation due to the increased
control bandwidth enabled by the inner loop MPC. Also, the
developed cascaded control architecture does not leverage the
grid side inductor for MPC parametric modeling. This strategy
avoids the unexpected MPC modeling parametric error from
the interfaced grid caused by the unknown grid side equivalent
inductance. Thus, the accuracy is further improved.
C. Motor Application
The third application for the developed OBE-MPC is motor
drive. As are shown in Fig. 10, three of the OBE-MPC
equipped LC-based power modules can be configured as
motor traction inverter. The control diagram can be divided
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Fig. 11. The test bench for the implementation of OBE-MPC algorithms.

Fig. 9. The integrated OBE and MPC control diagram for the DC/AC threephase interfaced application with LC-based power modules.

less oscillation on shaft voltage and bearing current.
The studied topologies for the applications of DC/DC,
DC/AC and motor interfaces are equivalent to the general ones
to implement the proposed OBE-MPC algorithms. The upper
and lower output capacitors in Fig. 1 are functioned as the
LC filtering for output current and voltage. The equivalent
capacitance for output filtering is same as the conventional
topology by adding the upper/lower capacitance together.
Thus, even though the number of capacitors are doubled, the
total capacitance utilization is not sacrificed.
V. M ERITS AND VALIDATION

Fig. 10. The integrated OBE and MPC control diagram for the DC/AC motor
interfaced application with LC-based power modules.

into three cascaded loops: outer loop motor speed control,
middle loop motor current control and inner loop OBE-MPC
control. The outer loop speed controller is cascaded on top
of the middle loop motor current q component controller to
regulate the motor speed, ω with the desired reference, ω ∗ .
Then the middle loop motor current controller exports the d
and q components of the output capacitor voltage references,
∗
∗
vCf,d
and vCf,q
, for the inner loop per phase power module
OBE-MPC implementation. Since the inner loop OBE-MPC
algorithm is also implemented in abc reference frame for each
phase, the Park/Clarke transformations are inserted between
the middle and inner loops to convert and allocate the output
∗
capacitor voltage references from dq0 to abc frame as vCf,a
,
∗
∗
vCf,b and vCf,c for the three phases of motor application.
In addition to the dq components, the zero-sequence control
branch is also configured for the motor traction inverter to
control the zero-sequence capacitor voltage as half of DC
bus voltage, vdc /2, to stabilize the shaft voltage and attenuate
the bearing current. With the zero-sequence stabilization, the
possibility of motor failure can be reduced accordingly with

The OBE-MPC algorithms for the LC-based power modules are validated experimentally in this section for various
applications, e.g., DC/DC converter, single/three-phase gridconnected inverters. The test bench is shown in Fig. 11
including the power board, control card, inductors, AC grid
simulator, DC powr supply and resistor. The power switches
are C3M0032120K SiC MOSFETs from CREE. The DSP
controller is F280049C controlCARD from TI.
The merits of the developed OBE-MPC can be concluded
in four aspects: (1) less sensor count by OBE for low cost; (2)
lower noise by OBE for more stable control performance; (3)
better dynamic performance by MPC for more robust transient;
(4) less computation burden by explicit implementation of
OBE-MPC on a low cost DSP; (5) wide applications with
the OBE-MPC algorithms on the generalized LC-based power
module; (6) accurate state space parametric modeling of OBEMPC for LC-based power module without the influence of
uncertainty and error from the output side interfaced unknown
inductance. The switching frequency and sampling frequency
are both configured as 80kHz. The control frequency is set as
20kHz. In each control period, the sampled state variables are
averaged with a factor of 4 to filter out the circuitry noise for
better control performance.
A. Steady State Performance of OBE-MPC
The steady state performance of OBE-MPC is demonstrated
in this section to show the noise/oscillation reduction and
estimation accuracy of OBE and the tracking accuracy of
MPC. Specifically, Fig. 12 shows the output current, capacitor
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(a)

(b)
(a)

Fig. 12. OBE-MPC (a) experimental and (b) zoomed waveforms of output
current, capacitor voltage, inductor current for DC/DC converter.

voltage and inductor current waveforms of the DC/DC converter with OBE-MPC method. Fig. 13(a) and 13(b) compare
the grid current, output capacitor voltage and inductor current
of single-phase grid-interfaced DC/AC converter with and
without OBE, respectively. Also, Fig. 14(a) and 14(b) show
the comparison with and without OBE for the three-phase
grid DC/AC inverter, respectively. Both of the grid-connected
applications demonstrate that OBE can reduce the noise and
oscillation.
Furthermore, for the DC/DC application, the experimentally
captured ADC readings of measurement and estimation for
inductor current, capacitor voltage and output current are
shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows the MPC reference and
measurement for DC/DC converter output capacitor voltage
where the MPC accurately tracks a voltage reference of 50V.
For the grid interfaced application, the experimentally captured
ADC readings of measurement and estimation for inductor
current, capacitor voltage and grid current are shown in Fig.
17. The sampling noise from sensor is largely reduced by OBE
for a more stable performance. And the estimation accuracy
is high with a relatively low estimation error as is shown in
Fig. 18. Fig. 19(a) and 19(b) show the MPC references and
measurement for grid q current and output capacitor voltage
which demonstrate the high tracking accuracy of MPC.
For the influence of parasitic circuit on the control accuracy,
the pre-designed parasitic resistor and capacitor, Rpara and
Cpara , are manually connected between the DC bus terminal
and neutral point of grid simulator. The values of the Rpara
and Cpara are selected based on the typical parasitic range
between the automotive and photovoltaic systems. The corresponding control accuracy with different values of Rpara
and Cpara has been shown in Table I. It can be demonstrated
that the parasitic values has limited influence on the control
accuracy.

(b)

Fig. 13. Experimental waveforms of grid-interfaced single-phase DC/AC
inductor current, capacitor voltage, grid current and DC bus voltage for MPC
control (a) combined with OBE and (b) without OBE.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Experimental waveforms of grid-interfaced three-phase DC/AC
inductor current, capacitor voltage, grid current and DC bus voltage for MPC
control (a) combined with OBE and (b) without OBE.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 15. OBE estimation performance of the experimentally captured steady
state ADC readings of measurement and estimation for DC/DC application
(a) inductor current (b) capacitor voltage and (c) output current.

B. Transient Performance of OBE-MPC
The transient performance of OBE-MPC is demonstrated
in this section to show the noise/oscillation reduction and
estimation accuracy of OBE and the tracking accuracy and dynamic performance of MPC. Specifically, Fig. 20(a) and 20(b)
show the single- and three-phase grid-interfaced inverters grid
current, output capacitor voltage and inductor current transient
waveforms with current steps from 8A to 2A and 2A to 10A,
respectively. For the application of DC/DC converter, Fig.
21 captures the experimental ADC readings of measurement

Fig. 16. MPC tracking performance of the experimentally captured steady
state ADC readings of capacitor voltage for the DC/DC application.

and estimation for inductor current, output capacitor voltage
and output current with a voltage step from 20V to 50V.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 17. OBE estimation performance of the experimentally captured steady
state ADC readings of measurement and estimation for grid-interfaced (a)
inductor current (b) capacitor voltage and (c) grid current.

C. Robustness and Stability of Control
The robustness and stability of the control performance
are demonstrated in this subsection. For the proposed multilevel control method, the corresponding control and system
plant model has been shown in Fig. 26. The local level per
phase switch side LC MPC is cascaded with the high level of
grid side inductor current control. A linear-quadratic regulator
(LQR) can be applied to derive the transfer function for the
MPC algorithm portion in the control plant model of Fig. 26
to solve the cost function.
The typical LQR control diagram integrated with a dynamic system is shown in the bottom block of Fig. 26
where x, y, u, r represent the state variable, [iLf s ; vCf ], output
variable, iLf s , input variable of duty cycle, d, and tracking
reference, iLf s,ref , respectively. The core algorithm of MPC to
calculate the optimal duty cycle is a linear coefficient matrix,
-K. And the MPC equation to calculate the optimal duty cycle
based on the tracking error and state variable can be expressed
as:

d = −K 

iLf s
vCf



(b)

Fig. 18. OBE performance of the experimentally captured ADC readings of
the estimation errors for grid-interfaced (a) inductor current and (b) capacitor
voltage.

(a)

(b)

iLf s
vCf

 = −[K11 , K12 , K13 ] 

vCf,err
(a)






vCf,err

(28)
where vCf,err is the tracking error of the MPC calculated as
vCf,ref − vCf .
Thus, the local level MPC can be expressed in the transfer
function as Fig. 26. The transfer function from tracking error,
vCf,err , to the measurement, vCf , of output capacitor voltage
can be expressed as:
GvCf err2vCf,M P C (s) =
−K13 GLCL,vx2ig (s)(sLf g + RLf g )(sLf s + RLf s )/Vdc
{(sLf s + RLf s ) + K11 [Vdc − GLCL,vx2ig (s)(sLf g + RLf g )]/Vdc +
K12 GLCL,vx2ig (s)(sLf s + RLf s )(sLf g + RLf g )/Vdc −
K13 GLCL,vx2ig (s)(sLf s + RLf s )(sLf g + RLf g )/Vdc }.

Fig. 19. MPC tracking performance of the experimentally captured steady
state ADC readings of measurement and reference for grid-interfaced (a) grid
q current at 6A and (b) capacitor voltage.

The OBE can accurately estimate the measurements with
less noise/oscillation especially during the transient. Fig. 22
performs the experimental ADC readings of capacitor voltage
measurement and the corresponding MPC reference with a
step of 30V. The MPC tracks the reference steadily within 2ms.
Furthermore, Fig. 23 captures the experimental ADC readings
of measurement and estimation for grid-interfaced inverter
inductor current, output capacitor voltage and grid current
with a current step from 0A to 10A. The OBE can accurately
estimate the measurements with less noise/oscillation during
the transient. Fig. 24 demonstrates the motor drive application
of the OBE-MPC with a speed step from 260 rpm to -260
rpm in Fig. 24(a) and a torque step from -5 Nm to 5 Nm
in Fig. 24(b), respectively. Also, the measured and estimated
dq components of the switch side inductor currents and the
corresponding erorrs for motor application have been shown
in Fig. 25.

(29)
Furthermore, the transfer function from the reference,
vCf,ref , to the measurement, vCf , of output capacitor voltage
can be expressed as:
GvCf ref 2vCf,M P C (s) =
GvCf err2vCf,M P C (s)/[1 + GvCf err2vCf,M P C (s)].

(30)

Based on equation (30) and the LCL plant model in Fig.
26, the transfer function from the reference of output capacitor
voltage, vCf,ref , to the measurement of grid side inductor
current, iLf g , can be derived as:
GvCf ref 2iLf g,M P C (s) =
GvCf ref 2vCf,M P C (s)/(sLf g + RLf g ).

(31)

Then, taking the high level grid side inductor current PI control
into consideration, the cascaded MPC transfer function from
tracking error, iLf g,err , to the measurement, iLf g , of grid side
inductor current can be expressed as:
GiLf gerr2iLf g,M P C (s) =
GvCf ref 2iLf g,M P C (s) · GiLf g,P I (s).

(32)
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 20. Transient performance of the experimental inductor current, output
capacitor voltage and grid current waveforms for grid-interfaced applications
of (a) single-phase DC/AC inverter with grid current step from 8A to 4A and
(b) three-phase DC/AC inverter with grid current step from 4A to 10A.
(c)

The cascaded MPC transfer function from tracking error of
grid side inductor, iLf g,err , to the measurement of output
capacitor voltage, vCf , can be expressed as:
GiLf gerr2vCf,M P C (s) =
GvCf ref 2vCf,M P C (s) · GiLf g,P I (s).

(33)

The resonance behavior and dynamic performance of the
three control strategies for LCL filtered grid-connected inverter are analyzed based on the derived transfer functions.
Fig. 27(a) and Fig. 27(b) show the bode plots comparison of
transfer functions from the tracking error to the measurement
of grid side inductor current and from the tracking error of grid
side inductor current to the measurement of output capacitor
voltage, respectively. The magnitude plots demonstrate that
the conventional PI control has a convex spike at the resonant
frequency point. The notch filtered PI control has a concave
spike at the resonant frequency point. The developed cascaded
MPC attenuates the spike at the resonant frequency point
and the control bandwidth is wider than the conventional PI,
notch filtered PI and cascaded PI methods. The robustness
and stability are improved correspondingly. For the dynamic
performance comparison of PI control, notch filtered PI control
and cascaded MPC methods, Fig. 28 shows the iLf g,q steps
and zoomed waveforms from 2A to 8A under four testing
cases: (1) PI control with Kp gain of 20; (2) notch filtered PI
control with Kp gain of 20; (3) PI control with Kp gain of
2; (4) cascaded MPC control with Kp gain of 20. It can be
seen that the the proposed cascaded MPC behaves more stable
than either PI control or notch filtered PI control at high Kp
gain of 20 with less overshoot and oscillation. Even though
the PI method can act stably with a smaller Kp gain of 2,
the response time is much longer than the proposed cascaded
MPC method. Thus, the robustness and stability are improved
with the cascaded MPC.
TABLE I
I NFLUENCES OF PARASITIC VALUES ON TRACKING ACCURACY
Rpara [Ω]

Cpara [nF]

Tracking Error

40
30
20
10
5

400
300
200
100
50

0.75%
0.55%
0.64%
0.83%
0.79%

Fig. 21. OBE estimation performance of the experimentally captured transient
ADC readings of measurement and estimation with a voltage step from 20V
to 50V for DC/DC application (a) inductor current (b) capacitor voltage and
(c) output current.

Fig. 22. MPC tracking performance of the experimentally captured transient
ADC readings of capacitor voltage with a step from 20V to 50V for the
DC/DC application.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 23. OBE estimation performance of the experimentally captured transient
ADC readings of measurement and estimation with a current step of 10A for
grid-interfaced (a) inductor current (b) capacitor voltage and (c) grid current.

D. Comparison of OBE-MPC with Conventional Methods
The comparison between the proposed OBE-MPC with
conventional estimation and control methods are analyzed in
this subsection.
1) Control comparison: For the control comparison with
the conventional MPC methods, three aspects are demonstrated
including computation burden, parametric accuracy and control performance. Firstly, for the computation complexity, in
the LCL filter inverter system, the conventional MPC methods
typically require high order state space equations. The state
space matrix, A, is 9×9 in [31], 4×4 in [32] and 3×3 in
[33], [34]. However, in the proposed MPC method, since only
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 24. OBE-MPC for motor drive application with (a) a speed step from
260 rpm to -260 rpm and (b) a torque step from -5 Nm to 5 Nm.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 25. OBE-MPC comparison between estimation and measurement and
the corresponding estimation error for motor drive application of (a) iLf o,d
and (b) iLf o,q currents with speed step transient.

Fig. 26. The holistic diagram of cascaded MPC control and plant model.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 27. Comparison of bode plots for the control strategies of conventional
PI, notch filtered PI and the proposed MPC (a) from iLf g,err to iLf g and
(b) from iLf g,err to vCf .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 28. Comparison of PI, notch filtered PI and MMPC transient captured
ADC readings of (a) grid side inductor current q component from 2A to 8A
and (b) zoomed waveforms.

switch side LC filter parameters are necessary for the state
space formulation, the matrix order is reduced to be 2×2 in
(20a). Thus, the online computation burden is reduced accordingly. The generated C code for the developed MPC algorithm
is 5KB which is 2-3 times smaller than the third and fourth
order state space matrices systems. The execution time on the
TI F280049C controlCARD is 4µs which is 2 times faster than
the third order state space matrices systems. Secondly, for the
parametric accuracy, since the developed control method is
two-level multi-layer architecture, the equivalent inductance
and resistance from the output side interfaced applications
will not influence the MPC parametric modeling of the LCbased power module. Thus, the accuracy of the MPC can be
guaranteed without being affected by the uncertainty of the
interfaced output inductance. However, for the conventional
MPC methods with LCL converters in [31]–[34], both the
switch side and output side inductance values are required
for the parametric modeling which may result in error caused
by the unknown output impedance. Thirdly, for the control
performance, the proposed method achieves the overshoot,
rise/fall time and practical bandwidth (0.35/Trise ) of ≤10%,
≤1ms and ≥800Hz. The overshoot, rise/fall time and practical
bandwidth in the conventional methods are 20%, 4ms, 100Hz
for [35], 5%, 5ms, 80Hz for [36] and 3%, 20ms, 20Hz for
[37].
2) Estimation comparison: For the estimation comparison
with the conventional methods, four aspects are demonstrated
including noise reduction, estimation error, parametric accuracy and sensor count. Firstly, for the noise reduction, the extended state observer estimation method in [38] requires a digital filter to attenuate the noise from the measured and estimated
values. A reduced order generalized parameter estimationbased observer is presented in [39] for the estimation of state
variables. The system noise can be attenuated by increasing the
filter gain, λ, but the transient performance will be sacrificed.
The disturbance-based estimation method reported in [40]
is shown to be affected by Gaussian random noise on the
output voltage side. The developed OBE reduces the noise by
60% and 25% on the switch side inductor current and output
capacitor voltage which demonstrates the noise reduction
capability. Thirdly, for the parametric accuracy, similarly to
the MPC modeling, since the OBE is configured in each of the
local level power module of the multi-layer control/estimation
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structure, the equivalent inductance and resistance from the
output side interfaced applications will not influence the OBE
parametric modeling of the LC-based power module. Thus,
the accuracy of the OBE can be guaranteed without being
affected by the uncertainty of the interfaced output inductance. However, the conventional estimation methods for the
application of LCL filtered converters require the unknown
output side inductance which may result in error caused by
the unknown output impedance [38], [39]. Lastly, for the
sensor count, the conventional control methods in [31]–[34]
require all the switch side current, output capacitor voltage
and output side current sensors to achieve the targets. The
conventional estimation algorithm in [38] is based on the
measurement of switch side inductor current value in singlephase LCL filter inverter with one current sensor. [41], [42]
utilize the grid voltage and switch side inductor current sensors
to estimate the output voltage for control. [43] leverages either
the switch or grid side inductor current sensor along with
the grid voltage sensor to perform active damping for LCL
converter. [44] has designed the disturbance observer with the
measurements of grid side inductor current and grid voltage
sensors to estimate the switch side inductor current and output
capacitor voltage values. The proposed OBE-MPC for each
power module uses output side inductor current and output
capacitor voltage sensors to optimally estimate the switch
side inductor current, output capacitor voltage and output side
inductor current for control purpose.
The comparison among OBE, MPC and the conventional PI
control in noise reduction, estimation/tracking error, rise time,
C code size and execution time has been summarized in Table
II to shown the merits of the designed algorithms.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper develops a combined OBE-MPC technique for
the software-defined LC power module-based power electronics architecture that can be leveraged for wide applications, e.g., DC/DC converters, single/three-phase DC/AC gridconnected inverters and motor traction inverter. With the OBE,
the sensor count is reduced with lower cost and the sampling
noise is attenuated with more stable control performance.
With the MPC, the dynamic performance is improved with
faster tracking speed and more robust transient. The explicit
implementation of OBE-MPC relieves the computation burden
and enables the application on low cost DSP. Different number
of the OBE-MPC LC-based power modules are reconfigured
to satisfy various load/source requirements and achieve highly
TABLE II
M ERITS S UMMARY OF OBE AND MPC

OBE noise reduction
OBE estimation error
MPC tracking error
MPC rise time.
Conventional PI rise time
Generated OBE C code
Generated MPC C code
Conventional PI C code

Inductor current, Iind

Capacitor voltage, Vcap

60%
3.2%
2.4%
1.5ms
15ms
File size
10KB
5KB
1KB

25%
1.3%
1.1%
2ms
23ms
Execution time
7.12µs
4.04µs
1.04µs

accurate parametric modeling without being influenced by the
unknown output inductance. The experiments have validated
the developed algorithms and control architectures.
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